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A NEW MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF DETECTION

BY ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS

BACKGROUND

In any communication system the detection of a re-
ceived signal is made difficult by the presence of system
and presystem noise. In recent years the necessity for
communicating under extreme physical conditions, the de-

mands for greater accuracy in the handling of information,
and such other factors as the need for engineering econ-
omy in design have each contributed to the importance of
optimum detection of weak signals in the presence of back-
ground noise. The evaluation of system performance is

again more complex under these conditions because the ran-

dom nature of the noise, and frequently signal make im-

possible an analytical description and force a statistical
approach.

In general, the statistical analysis of
oircuitry results In equations that describe the statisti-
cal behavior of the output as completely as possible.
The input to the system is a desired signal which may con-
tain both random and nonrandom components plus the unwant-

ed background noise. The system response depends upon the

Input and in particular upon the character of the random
process involved. The response further depends upon the
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yetern itself, which may be linear or nonlinear. Each of

these conditions must be specified if the performance of
a given system i to be evaluated When the system i

linear and the random input is Gaussian a complete statis-
tical description is always possible (7 p. 6) However

if a nonlinearity is involved or the input is not Gaussian*
only certain classes of problems can be solved and these
ill be solved by approximation1 .

Electronic detection systems generally contain a pro-
detection filter, whose function is to enhance the strengt
of the signal relative to that the noise gives. A post-

detection filter also may be employed to
At one extreme the system may be specified and the problem

Is one of analysis to determine the performance under a
given set of conditions. At the other extreme the problem

may be one of synthesis in which an optimum system is to
be composed rubject to some criterion of goodness; a

the problem may contain a mixture of these elements, re-
quiring some synthesis and some analysis In any event

research efforts in this field fall readily to two broad

classifications accordingly as they are strongly probabil-
stic or weakly probabilistic in character, referred to

1. These remarks assume the random process involved
is stationary with time, a valid assumption in a majority
of the physical situations of interest.



as probabilistic or nonprobabilistic.

Regardless of the specific form of the detection syw-

tem some criterion must be established which allows one

to make a decision that a signal is present. In a pulsed

radar, for example, it is customary for purposes of anal-

ysis to consider the returned pulses of energy as samples

taken from a hypothetical continuous sine wave.

dom noise is of course present as background. In the

simplest form a decision regarding the presence of signal

might be based on a single sample. A more realistic ap-

proaoh is that of taking into account the concept of t

integration of N pulses before a decision is reached.

this spirit J. I. Marcus (15, pp. 114) has studied the

statistical effect of receiver noise applied to radar

range performance. Marcum's work has been extended by

W. M. Stone to include the effect of a randomly modulated

carrier (22 PP. 915-9)9) and later to include also Inte-

gration of N pulses (21, pp. 1543-1548).

These efforts are probabilistic in nature ul

requiring determination of the probability distribu

of signal plus noise. Specifically, the criterion of de-

tection is that the envelope of signal plus noise shall

exceed a predetermined bias level xo, or, In the case of

Integration, that the sum of N samples of the envelope

shall exceed a certain bias level. It is thus required
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to find the probability density function associated

with the appropriate variable from whIch the probability
of detection is

0

The choice of bias level x0 depends on the prescribed
false alarm time, the average time interval between false
signal Indications in the absence of signal.

The Marcum process of integration applies to an

integrating circuit device which actually performs the
addition without weighting the N original Tarlatan in any
way. From this point of view the process is somewhat arti
ficial. However it is significant that an e
ter is itself an integrating device, and altho
tegration is not performed in the manner descr
has been possible to establish a correlation between
Marcum's N and filter bandwidths for certain systems

p. 1175 and 23, P. 50).
Another probabilistic approach is that of N. Ka

A, . F. Siegert (10, pp. 383-197) and later E. C.
Emerson 5 pp. 1168-1176). The physical model employed

here is shown in Figure 1. This system is of great prao-
tioal importance since the conventional superheterodyne
receiver is of just this type. The intermediate frequency

amplifier constitutes the first filter while the audio



. Block diagram detection system.

(or video) amplifier constitutes the seoond filter. The

square law detector is of course the so-called second de-
tector in the receiver. While the filters thus define
could be assumed linear, the system of figure 1 is nonlin-
ear because of the presenoe of the detector. This non-

linearity followed by a filter makes the analysis of this
system extremely difficult, and approximation techniques
are required in all but special oases. Kao and Siegert

were able to obtain an exact expression for the first
probability distribution of the output voltage Of th
system. Their expression, however, depends on invert

a somewhat complicated characteristic function whose

plicit form further depends on determination of the eiger'
values and eigenfunctions of the integral equation

(1.2) flE(t)r( ) ( )dt =
0

where r(T) is the Fourier transform of the intermediate
frequency power spectrum and g is the response frequen-
cy function of the audio filter. The difficulties of

Square
Law

Detector
Filter

f2 (t)
F2 (w)



obtaining useful results artees, first beca

of the characteristic function of the output may

possible in closed form and second because the Integra

equation can be solved only in special oases. Kao and

Siegert were able to obtain a solution of (1. for the

noise only special case of a single tuned intermediate

frequency amplifier and a simple low pass filter for the

audio amplifier. However, a closed form expression for

the output probability distribution was possible for on

one particular ratio of audio bandwidth to intermediate

frequency bandwidth.

Emerson, recognizing these disadvantages, outlined

a procedure for approximating the probability density tune-
tion of the output directly, thus avoiding both the eigen-

value problem and inversion of the characteristic function.

The method depends on use of one of the orthonormal sys-

tems for expanding density functions (Gram-Charlier or

Laguerre) and takes advantage of relations existing between

the cumulante of the output distribution and the system

kernel. This procedure will be discussed more in detail

in a following chapter.

Emerson applied his technique to the system of Figure

ith the filters each specified to have Gaussian pax

characteristics. Employing the same general approach

W. M. Stone and Robert L. Brook (23, pp. 1-71) extended



ork to include more general filter combinations as
as to include the concept of a slowly varying random

input signal. In each the criterion of detection is that
of equation ( 1) often referred to as the threshold do-
te tor.

Of the probabilistic approaches to the detection
problem, the one drawing most heavily from ma

statistics is that which utilizes the classioal concept
of hypothesis testing. Here it is recognized that to de-
termine the presence or absence of a signal in noise is
statistically equivalent to testing the hypothesis Ho that
noise alone is present against the alternative hypothesis
H of a signal and noise. In practice the decision is
necessarily based on a finite amount of information and
hence is subject to two kinds of error, known to statis-
ticians as type I and type II errors. In the type I error
H0 is rejected when it is in fact true, that in noise is
called a signal when actually noise alone is present. If
Ho is accepted when H is really true that ix, signal is
called noise alone when signal is present, the error is of
type II. The problem then is to determine whether a sam-

ple of a finite number of values of incoming data arises
from the probability distribution associated with H0 or
from that associated with Hi.

Although not the earliest h most comprehens e paper
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applying the methods of EtatistiCal decision thisor
that by D. Middleton (16 pp. 372-391). Middleton is 0 Orr'

cerned with optimum detection of constant amplitude pulsed

carriers in narrow-band random noise. In considerable

generality he develops several types of optimum tests o
a statistical hypothesis based on three types of observer:
The Neyman-Pearson, the ideal and the sequential obser-

ver (16, pp. 370-373). In reaching a deoision, the ob-
server in effect makes a "bet" which in the limiting case
of an infinite number of repeated trials has a definite
probability of faulty decision. The process of observe-

tio4 is then specified by the way in which the observer
uses the data to make his bet.

The observer is to decide on the basis of /I oh
tions of the envelope of the narrow-band noise and pule
carrier, whether or not a signal is actually presen
Again the two types of error, I and II with probabilities
of occurrence denoted by P and Q respectively, are pos-

sible. The problem is to test the statistical hypothesis
Ho against the alternative hypothesis H1. A decision can

then be reached by any one of the following three obser-
vation processes (16, p. 373).

The probability P and the number of observatio
are fixed, and the probability Q of a type II error is

mixed. This is the Neyman-Pearson test of atastica



hypothesis

prob-

way is called a Neyman-Pearson observ by Middleton.

Significantly, other research workers have also applied
the Neymair-Pearson criterion to the question of opti
detection and filtering, notably Thomas Blatt* (20. PP-

121Z-1216) and M. Schwartz (19 p. 3).
With the ideal observer, the observation space for

the n samples is divided such that for fixed
ability of a correct decision is maximized for a
sible signal strengths. Thus the sum (P 0 is n
The concept of the ideal observer was orig
duoed and applied to radar problems by A. J. F. Siegert

(13 pp. 167-173).
The third process, suggested for the fir

connection with electronic detection processes by
Middleton, rest squarely on the methods of sequential am-
lysis introduced by A. Wald (27, pp. 1-212). In this pro-
cess both the probabilities P and Q are fixed while the
number of Observations n remains adjustable. The obser-

vations are continued until certain limits that depend
on P and Q are exceeded for the first time. At this
the hypothesis R is accepted or rejected on the basis of
this test. An observer following this procedure is called
by Middleton a sequential observer.

Employing these concepts Middleton (16, p. 72) Is
able to uniquely define a minimum deotable signal.

0 against
H1

and an observer operating his
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each of the three observers it is verified that the best
second detector is a half-wave nonlinear device which in
closely approximated by the usual half-wave linear detec-
tor for suitable signal levels (16, p. 377). Slattery:
on the other hand, applies the Neyman-Pearson procedure

to predict a best nonlinear filter, which is defined once
the required probability of detection and tolerable false
alarm probability are spec fled (20, pp. 1233-1234).

n the probabilistic approaches the mathematics
greatly simplified if it is assumed that the data samples
are statistically Independent. This assumption generally

has been made, and the performance is then described In
terms of the first probability density functions of the
output signal and noise. The realization that this as-
sumption is not valid in all cases has been reooized
by various writers2 (16, pp. 7l-372 and 20, p. 1234).
The great advantage of the probabilistic over the non-
probabilistic approach is that the former represents a
mathematical model capable of Including the sample depend-

ency case when it is important, although it is very dif-
ficult to obtain the required higher order joint density
functions for random processes other than Gaussian.

2. These questions ve been discussed in general
terms by this writer in a mathematical note written In
connection with Boeing Airplane Company Contract No.
460-39-98.
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The nonprobabilis io approach is inherently simpler
to handle mathematically. Less statistical information
is required, generally a knowledge of the correlation func-
tion and spectral density being sufficient. The probabil-

ity density funotion associated with noise and signal is
not explicitly evaluated. The sample dependency question

is avoided through the use of mathematical tools that are
completely derived from the second order joint density
function for signal and noise. In this sense, this method
is not as efficient as the probabilistic method; however,
it is not overly complex to use and in many oases includes
all the information that Is required.

In an early paper on determination of optimum f
tera, D. 0. North (17, pp. 1-27) bases performance on the
criterion of maximization of the predetection signal to
noise ratio. The noise is considered to be purely random
white noise and a postdetection filter is not included in
the system. J. H. Van Vleok and D. Middleton (26, PP.

94,-944) obtained essentially the same result as North.
The results of correlation analysis have been applied

directly by Y. W. Lee, T. P. Cheatham, and J. B. Viemner
(14, pp. 1165-1171) to improve the signal to noise ratio
in the detection process. Here too, a postdeteo an fil
ter was not oonsidered. Also the criterion for best is
again maximization of signal to noise ratio. More recent-

ly L. A. Zadeh and J. R. Ragozz ni (31, pp. 1223-1231)



have employed correlation analysis wtth somewhat differen

criteria of performance to optimize filters used in the
detection process.

These writers and others employing the nonprobabilis-

approach have been concerned primarily with optimum

ters subject to certain criteria of performance. Such

efforts, based on the correlation function of inputsig-

nal and noise, can lead only to linear filters as opti-

mum. However, it has been proved formally by H Bode and

Claude Shannon (1 p. 424) that linear filters are opti-
mum of all classes of filters when the input signal and

noise are Gaussian, a situation that exists in many prac-

tical cases. Furthermore, nonlinear filters as pre-

sorbed by optimization based on higher order density

functions, are difficult to mechanize. Also, the higher

order density functions are readily attainable only for

Gaussian processes. For these reasons electronic otroutta

used in practice generally employ linear filters.

There is then considerable justification for

ing the performance of electronic detection circuits,

such as that of Figure 1, which utilize only nonlinear
filters by the nonprobabiltetto method. In this thesis

the performance of the circuit of Figure is analyzed

and subsequently a detection criterion is established
which is based on the expected number of crossings per

second of an arbitrary bias line by the output signal;



where A(f) is the power density spectrum (or s

density) associated with the random variable and f is the

frequency. As an example, Rice applied this to an Be-

lated ideal band pass filter with Gaussian input and hence

Gaussian output. In a second application involving a

first order condenser and resistance in series filter, the

integral in the numerator of (1.3) failed to converge.

ignificantly, we show here that convergence la obtained

when the same filter form is employed in the realistic

detection circuit of Figure 1.

A slight generalization of a fcriula presented by

M. Kac (8 p. 609) leads Rice to an expression for the

the application of this d requires only a owledge

of the correlation function of the output voltage Re(t).

This nonprobabilistio approach will be referred to as the

crossing theory.

In the classic paper, "Mathe al Analysis 0

dom Noise" S. O. Rice (18, pp. 5 develops a formula

for the expected number of zeros per second of a normally

distributed stationary process



expected number of crosaIngs of an arbitrary bias line xo
which is (18, p. 61)

2
x0(1.4)0 20-2

wherecr2 is the variance of the normally dis
dom variable whose mean is zero. This expre o

is essentially that which will be used here,
ived formally in the following chapter.

The study of zeros of random functions has been point-
ed out by M. Kac (9 Pp. 24-25) to be an extremely Inter-
esting and difficult problem, and one where much further
work needs to be done. It is known that considerable in-
formation about the power spectrum of the random process

can be obtained from a knowledge of the zdros. The work

here demonstrates that an extension to Include the number
of crossings of an arbitrary line can be applied success-
fully to the process of detection of signal in the pres-
ence of noise in a practical system.

*OM



THE CROSSING THEORY

Before developing equation (1.4), the principal tool

in the crossing theory, it is desirable to oonsider the

concept of correlation function and associated spectral

density. The correlation function appears to have been

introduoed by G. I. Taylor (24, pp. 196-212) in connection

with studies on the motion of a turbulent fluid. Further

significant advances have been made by N. Wiener (29 pp.

118-242) A. Khintchine (12, pp. 604-613) H. Crameir (4,

PP. 215-230) and much later by K. Narinni n (11, pp. 7-

79).
We shall need some preliminary definitions. Consider

real-valued random variable X(t) where t is a parameter

representing time. If observations are made at time t
...lt different values of X(t) result and in fact one
can only observe certain probability distributions. The

andom process X(t) is said to be completely define& by
the simultaneous probability distribution of the variables
X(ti),...,X(tn). This distribution may be characterised

by the corresponding joint distribution function
(2.1) F(xl,.. 18..,t ) P(Xit 1

. ;X( tn).,,

where P represents the probability of the indicated set
of inequalities. The system of distribution functions



for n m 2 must be

every F is symmetric in all pairs
the consistency relation

(2.2) F(s1t..ex31eolp..010
for all j < n. The requi

each function F(xl ..,xn ti,..
with j < n.

one-dimensional random prooess is eeeentiall

by Cramir (4, p. 215). Equation (2.1) will be conet
to represent an nth order joint distribution function.

In computing average value' of the process X(t) it
is neoeseary to distinguish between two kinds of average,

an ensemble average and a time average. Consider deter-
mination of the functions F experiment y. It in then
necessary to obtain a great number of records X(t) Or°
tamed from a great number of experiments. There results
then an ensemble of observations X1(t),X2(t) .

instance to obtain the first probability distribution
F(x t ) it is necessary to determine at a definite time
t1 how

1

often in the different experiments X(t) occurs in
a given Interval (X,X+AX). The statistical average of X
is the usual mean value or expectation of X given by

( . ) BIX(t)j xdF(x0t).

This average value will in gene dpend an time. It is

)solP.(x0.
2.2) in necessary

t imply all previous
definition of a

fie.



realized by averaging, at the time t, the valuesXi(t
X2 (t),... of the ensemble of observations. The other

method of averaging is the familiar time average defined
by

(2.4) EX(t)}

This average, while of course independent of time
in general differ for the various functions X
... of the ensemble.

We will be concerned in this thesis with random pro-
s that are stationary. Physically this means that
ansients have died down and the detection instru-
s in a steady state and further that the underlying

sources of the random variations do not statistically
change with time. Mathematically the random process I

defined to be stationary in the following way (4, p. 216
and 12, P. 606). Let it be assumed that the mean values
EiX2(t)1 are finite for all t. This implies that the
mean values E{X(t)} and E[X(t)X(t+T) are also finite for
all t. The process X(t) then defines a stationary random

process if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(2.5) EiX(t)) m is independent of t;
(2.6) E[X(t)X(t+T)1 r. (T) is a function of T only.

ithout loss of generality we assume
(2.7) E[X(t)I m 0 E X(t) (0)



Having made this assumption, then 11(Tdefined by
(2.6) is denoted the oorrelation function of the station-
ary random process defined by X(t). It is clear from
(2.6) that !1(t) is an even valued function. The defini-

tion given here is a restricted form of that given, by
Khintchine (12, p. 607) and Cramir (4, p. 216) in that we
have here considered only a single random process which

is required to be real. In the more general definition
the function defined by (2.6) is often referred to as the
aut000rrelation funotion.

The process X(t) will be called a oontinucn*p stat
ary random process when lim (T) =

T-400

a process Khi tchine (12, p. 607) has shown that k(T)
itself a continuous and bounded function.
concerned throughout this thesis with oonti
ary random processes.

Xhintchine proves an important theorem regarding the

correlation function (12, p. 608) which we shall state
here. A necessary and sufficient condition for the func-
tion :Ii(T) to be the correlation function of a continuous
stationary random process is that it be expressible in
the fora

(2.8) os Ty (i)



where F(y) represents a certain distribution function.

This theorem stated in more general terms is given by

Cramer (4, p. 21) with the condition that (T) corres-

ponding to the single random process discussed here be

represented by the Fourier-Stieltjes integral

(2.9) (T) T7dF(y).

Neither Khintobine nor C

of the function F(y). How

ship existing between the oorrelation function

the spectral density are present In (2.9). S. 0. Rice

(18, p. 32) has shown that F(y) corresponds to the

spectral intensity of X(t). If F(y) is continuous ever7-

where and dF = f(y)dy, then

(2.10 )

persued

the seeds of the

and a function R(T) was established earlier b

question

where f(y) represents the spectral density of XI

e variable y thus has the units of frequency. Clearly,

(T) and f(y) are related by Fourier Integral transforms

and

(2.11)

An equivalent relationship between the spectral density

wielur (29

pp. 132-137) in his paper on Genera 'zed Harmonic



Wiener's R(T) is defined rather simply.
measurable function such t

(2.12) R(T) lim .41 f(t+T)f( )dt
40-0440248

exists for every T. Using this definition, Wiener shows

that the total spectral intensity 8(u) exists when defined
as

luT
(2.13) 8(u) T) tr dT.

This direct formulation of the total spectral intensity
has the advantage of retaining meaning in those oases where
the spectral density contains singular peaks of the well
known Dirac 8function type. By differentiating (2.13)

(u)

(2.15) R(T) mg

ith respect to u, the spectral densit
tinuous portion of the spectrum of f(t)

OD

(2.14)

By direct application of Planoberel
it follows that

Rtp

The correlation function is often defined
general way. Consider the random process X(t)

contain hidden periodicities. The process is

u) of the ow-

obtained as

20

oh may
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specified as stationary. Prom the second probability

distribution F(x yx2; may be formed the average

(2.17) 1(T) {X(t.0-4Pw2.0

The same function 1(T) is obtained if he time average
taken first followed by the statistical average. The

function IC?) is the correlation function of the random
processX(t). It is entirely equivalent to:I (1), as well
as to R(T), when the process is stationary. Ftr, when

the process is stationary, EfX(t)X(t+T)) is independent
of time from (2.8), thus from (2.17)
(2.18) 1(T) EfX(t)X(t+191 (r).

To show the equivalence of:I (T) and R(r) we appeal
to the Ergodic theorem of statistical mechanios (282 p.
324) which states that when the process is stationary the
ime average defined by (2.4) yields the same result as

the statistical average defined by (2.3). Replacing the
statistical average of (2.18) then with the time average
gives

(2.19) ][(r) X( X(t+T)1 Rer .

which is in general a function of t and t2.

2 + T, and performing an additional time average
over yields a function of Ty



This establishes the
functions IT) (T

ess.

(2.22)

to determine the spectral density A(w) appe eq

tions (1.3) and (1.4), or their equivalent, which will now
be developed.

The method used by S. 0. Rice 18, pp. 57 to

22

uivaleno of the thre correlation
and R(T) for the stationary

t is thus reasonable to speak of the correlation
function of both periodic and random time functions. Cor-

relation functions considered in this manner are a measure
of the mean relationship existing between the product of
all pairs of time points of the time series involved.
Henceforth we shall write the correlation function for a
nonrandom or random stationary process of zero mean an

(2.20) 1(T) EfX(t)X(t+T)I

where E will mean the statistical average for random
functions and the time average for nonrandom functions.

The correlation function defined by (2.20) may be
used in conjunction with the Fourier transform relations
(2.14) and (2.15)written again in the form

(2.21) I(T) A(10e



(2 .25 )

and the expected num

the interval (t 11t2) be
2 co

nIP(X

of cross

t = F n

of

(2.26)

where t is a parameter of the distribution.
Let it be assumed that X as defined by (2.23) is a

probability density function p(tot;t) applies to the ran-
dom variables

derive óxpressioi 1.3) for the expected number of zeros
per second w followed here in arriving at the ex-
preesion for the expected number of crossings of an ar-
bitrary bias line by a signal to be detected. Consider

X defined by

(2.23) Ffeliev..
where the le's are random variables. For given

0 equation (2.23) expresses a aMom" curve of X versus

t. In any short interval (titti+dt) many random curves
corresponding to different sets of .0's are possible.
Rice (18 P. 58 and p. 61) shows the probability that the
curve obtained by putting these 0's in (2.23) will pass
through the value X0 in ( t +dt) to be

These relations will assumed in what follows.



28)

n X'(

plied to a sum of independent random variables having

identical distributions.
To evaluate (2.25) it is required to obtain

0021 W

nma

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to t.
The problem is essentially that of determining the distri-
bution of the sum of N Independent two-dimensional random
vectors all having identical two-dimensional distributions
The reaultaxt vector ten) has the components and n of
(2.28). The central limit theorem (3 pp. 286-287) ap-
plied to this case states that if the second moments of
the random vector ((01) exist then the distribution of

ain

normally dist I variable with mean zero.
oording to Rice P. X may be written explicitly
as

probability density function of the two random ariables

where 0 II are distributed a rand

range ( and A(w) is the spectral density.
ficiently large the sum in (2.27) approaches a normal law
accordi the central limit theorem of probability ap-
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approaches the normal law as N approaches infinity.
When the moments of a normal distribution are known we

may write down the probability density at once,

(2.29) P('nit)

m02

[ 02

20 l'2 %

2 2.1012011 +2m

2(m

The central moments of he distribution are (3 pp. Z6-
265)

0

The extreme right hand result in the expression for a02
Is obtained by differentiating (2.21) with spect to T,
when differentiation is permissible. The function IC?)

is of course the correlation function of the random var-
iable X(t).



(2.30) p(

(2.31)

The probability density of .29) then is

dtrInfp(x0

2

The result in (2.11) substituted in (2.23) and
over a time interval of one second yields for the ex
number of crossing per second of an arbitrary bias
x

This is the desired salon which will be a
circuit of Figu for three specific filter form .

where 0) is negative. The expression de

of (2.30) is independent of t, hence the probabi o

crossing the value xo in (t +dt) is from (2.2
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Significantly, the derivation of (2.32) required that the
variable X(t) be noral1y distributed. In the applica-
tions to follow, the output E0(t) of the system shown in
Figure 1 plays the role of X(t). It has been established
(5, p. 1173 and 23 p. 47) by independent methods that
E(t) approximates a normal law under conditions
greatest physical interest, namely for rations of first
to second filter bandwidths in excess of about ten. The

formula of (2.32) thus may be applied effectively to a
study of this system under the conditions described. The

form of N involving the correlation function I(?) and
its derivatives will be employed whenever the second de-
rivatives exist. Otherwise the procedure is to obtain
A(w) by Fourier inversion of 1(T) followed by evaluation
of the integrals in the right hand expression.



THE SOT H OPERATOR

Referring to Figu required to ob

expression for EOM, the output of the detection

The filters are to contain VD time-varying components and

are to be linear. By linear filter we imply a filter char-

acterized by a complex transfer function F( such that if

a pure sine wave of angular frequency w and amplitude E

is applied to the filter input, the output is also a pure

sine wave of frequency wl and amplitude IF(wi)IE. The

phase of the output is also advanced by the angle of F

Consider the response E(t) of the first filter whioh

thus related to the Input E (t) by the constant Goer-

dent linear differential equation

By straightforward application he Laplace transform

ory we obtain

(3.2) e F

where e(a), e (8) the Laplace tranaforrn

of E(t). Ri(t) and tively. The quantity

F s) is the complex voltage-frequency transfer function

of the filter. This is a steady state result and does

not Involve Initial conditions.

28
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Equation ( .2) iis inverted fozully by application

of the convolution integral theorem (2, p. 37) giving

(3.4) E(t
-CO

Using the fact that
ith iw, the functions

transform pair

for

A more useable fore results if we observe that ler 0

for y < 0, and that for a physically realizable filter we

ust also require f (y) gs0 for y < 0. Equation (3.3) is

then written

0 and replacing
form a Fourier

where w has the dimensions of angular frequency.

The output of the nonlinear detector Is obtained
simply by squaring the input E(t) as given by (3 4

Thus the detector output whioh is also the s
input, in written



( .6) ( )dy

('.7)

(3.8)

where

('.9)

os

(t) ( w)dw2

If we make the substitution x = t us 7= t z t
equation (3.7) takes the more convenient form

(t-u)g(u.v)/3 (t-v)dudv.

"-OD

is a symmetrical function mu and v called the system
kernel. The right side of 3.8) is the system operator.
It is significant that the system kernel depends only on
the filter oharacteristics1 The interchange of the order

of integration in (5.8) is permissible since the intogrand
is bounded everywhere and g(upv) will always contain

CO

)dxdy.

The output of the second filter is readily obtained
same manner as that of the first filter. with
F (w) for the second filter also related by (3. UO



negative exponential factors such that uniform convergenoe

of the integrals in question is assured. Hereafter

interchange of order will be made without comment.

It is desirable at this point to draw attention to

the sharp sifferenoe between the Emerson approach (5 PP.

1169-1171 and 23, pp. 1-71) and the crossing theory de-
veloped here. Proceeding from (3.8) and (3.9), Emerson

expands g(u,v) into a uniformly convergent bilinear series

(3.10) g(u,v)

density of E0(t)
function in the

(3.12)

From (3.12) and the expl ci

(u)h (v)

where the h (x) and X are respectively the jth normal
orthogonal eigenfunction and corresponding eigenva ue of

the Integral equation
Go

(3.11) Kh(x) g( ,y)h y dy.

'lowing identity

PO.

suit fo

Emerson considers the characteristic

Substitution of (3.10) 0 (3.8) yields an expression
for E0 (t) from which it is possible to evaluate the
characteristic function ,i() of the distribution of E
in terms of an infinite product. In order to avoid the
problem of inverting (0 to obtain the first probability



obtains an expression for the oumulants K., of the output
dis ibution involving

(3.13)

where

(3.14)

where S (t) represents the jth component
nal. Then by virtue of (3.10) these Intl
expressed in terms of Integrals whose Integrande involve
g(u,v) and the input signal. It is thus possible to eval-
uate the Kn for a particular filter and specified signal.
It remains then to approximate the output probability den-
sity by expansion in an orthonormal series such as the
Gram-Chanter. Thus
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(2n)

In this way Emerson avoids specific solution o

gral equation (1.11) as well as the inversion of a char-
acteristic function which appears as an infinite product.

The point of departure of the crossing theory is with
equations (3.8) and (1.9). In considerable contrast to
the probabilistic methods, such as that of Emerson we do

not seek a probability density function but rather we seek

the explicit form of Nx as given by (2.31). To achieve



this is neoessar
of the output 0(t)

achieve desired detection

evaluate the sorrels'

the system kernel g(utv) has been evaluated for the par-
ticular filters specified. The corresponding speotral

density A(w) is then obtained by Fourier inversion of
DT). As mentioned earlier, determination of A(w) may be

avoided when the second derivative of 1(T) exists.
expected number of crossings of an arbitrary bias
then follows by direct substitution in (2.32).
suit is then used to determine the proper bias

and this is immediately po sible once



THE CORRElATION FUNCTION FOR E0 (t)

n this chapter we shall develop a general expression
for the oorrelation function of the output signal plum
noise which is then readily evaluated for each of the three
filter forms examined. The input si 1 plus noise is
expressed as

(4.1) E me t) + N
where N(t) is the input noise which is assumed to be an
unoorrelated Gaussian random process with zero mean, and

3(t) is the signal input specified as
(4.2) S(t) Qooswo .

Q is the peak voltage amplitude and w is the angular
0

frequency of the carrier. The random process is of course

assumed stationary.

Recalling that the correlation function was defined
for a random process with zero mean, we write for the
correlation function of the system outpu
(4.3) EttE (t)-110D0(t+T)-mjj
where the mean m is

EfE0(t)1 T m

and E ) is given by . Expanding the product

(4.3) and taking terawise expectations yields
(4.5) IT) EfE0(t)E(t+T)j (EtE0(t)j)



2

uor dudv +

lg(u,v) udv

noe the signal and noise are statistically independent,
thus permitting use of the produot theore for expecta-
tions.

Since the Input
(4.8) EIN(t-ON(t-v = Ao6(u=v)
where A0 is the noise pa per unit quency and 6(u0v)
is the unit impulse function

II

1 for u = v
0 for u # v.

Recalling that nonrandom functions are to be averaged In
the sense of (2.4) equation (4.7) becomes

35

ettirig T 0 in (4.3) gives
(4.6) 0) = Eft0(0-*)2}
which is the variance by definition and also
oumulaut of the distribution. This relation will be use-
ful for checking later results.

consider first the evaluation of the sean givenby
(4.4). Referring to (3.8) we have
(4.7) E{E0(t)}

Effpposwo(t-u)+N(



(13.. 9 )

(4.10)

(4.12) ElE0(t)

swo(ur-v)gtus dudv )dx +

op

+ [ A0 f'g(x x)dx
-"VD

For each of the filters to be speoified the kernel
g(usv) contains a factor co wo ) hence for oonven-

ience we write

(4.11) g (1.1 *V) - 0011 )0(usv).
Making this substitution he first integral
gives

OD

00OW0( )g(us.v) d xsx)dx +
CD

The dentity cos2e o ze has been used the

) 0 ) usv) dudvdxdy

usv xly)dudvdxdy

6

due



dV dudvdxdy.

Observing the form of Et(t) as given by (4.1) and 4.2)
we write the expectation in the symbolic form
('4.114) 11{ (Si+ni.) (S24n2) (S3+223 ) (34+% )1

where the subscripts represent different instants of time
The S's are nonrandom and the ii' are Gaussian random.

We shall need a theorem (28, p. 332) on Gaussian random

processes which states that if f(t) is a Gaussian process
then the following averages hold:

Eff(t )f(t ) ..f(t wa)

( (t
all

pairs
here the sum is to be taken over all the different ways

In which the 2n time points t1,t2,...,t2n can be divided
into n pairs. With this theorem and the fact that the
S's and n's are statistically independent, we have by
expanding the indicated product in (4.14)
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eras involving 2w0 have been neglected since the eaten
to whi h these high frequenoy components will seed

by the low-pass filter is negligible.
The next step is that of evaluating the first erm

of (4.5). Thus

(4.13) E{E0( )E (



With this re

+ Q

eq

(t+T))

oew ( N(t+T-x)N(t+5-7))

ouro(t-u)coswo )Effilt-v N(t+T-Y)1

o1w0(t-u)csosw0(t+T-y)1EIN(t-v)N(t+T-x)) +

cosw0(t-v)cosw0(t+T-14E(N(t-u)N(t+T-7)1

oosw0(t-v)cosw0(t+T-7)1EIN(t-u)N(t+1!-x)1 +

oswo(t+T-x)coswo(t+T-y))EIN(t-u)N(t-v))

N(t-T)}EtN(t+T-x)1(t+T6-y)) +

E )1( N(t+T-x)}EtN(t-v)N(t+T-y)1

+ EtN( N(t+T-y)ItErN(t-v)N(t+T-x) g u$ 4 x$ dirt

DV = dudvdxdy.

With the exception of the first term, the average

indicated in (4. are readily obtained. The first term

expectation is

(4.18) E[cour0(t-u) oswo t-v oswo(t+14-x)00mwoct+T-30)

Et1[Cosw0(u+T-x)+cosw0(2t+T-u-x)]1[510sw0(v4T-7

+005w0(2t+T-v-2)])



0011W0 U 08W0
(V

*ooswo 4t+2T-u-lr-v-y ) =

co w (u+T-x)coswo(v+T-y) coswo(v*y-u-x

4

From the results of 8 and g(uov) written acco
to (4.11) the first term of 4.17 becomes

The tri

c2AOAo

2

o -PT-xo coax0 (v+y-u-x)J

[0.°"0 (u-w)ooewo G(u,v)G(x y)dudvdxdy.

ric factors in the in grand can be reduced

to t through the use of trigonometric identites and by
again neglecting all high frequency terms involving twice
the argument. Having done this and carrying out the in-
dicated averages we obtain for (4.17)

4 ri/Prjjjj udvdx4

cosw ( u,v)g(x x)dxdudv +

'CO

g xtv g u v)dudvdx +

)g ty g utv)dudvdy +
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(4.19) E{ E,( ))



(4.20)

From

tion function of E

)E0(t+T)j

gu oy euov)d vdy +

)g(xoy)g uo dudxdy +

glu

2A g(uov)g(u+Tov )dudv
OD

.5) (4.12) and (4.20) we ob

g(u.

The system kernel u,v) is always symmetrical
vo hence we combine terms in (4.19) to get

OD

g(u v)dudv g(x x)dx +

IliG(u1r)0(xly)dudv dy +



(L.21

A g(u,v) v+T)dudv.

Expression (4.21) is general for the system of Fig-
ure 1 with the specified signal plus noise input and as
such it will be employed in the study of each of the spe-
cific filters. The specialization for any particular
filter comes about In the particular form of the kernel
g(u,v) as given by (3 9). For certain filters, g(u v)
will be such that the Integration range in (4.21) is from
zero to plus infinity rather than over the doubly infinite
range. However, as this does not invalidate the ge
development here, equation (4.21) is then applicable
any of the filters providing the proper integration limits
are taken.

dv fdudx



An a first application of the sing theory
eider the ease in which the first filterhas a Gaussian
pass band of width b centered at the very high frequency

fO. Similarly, let the second filter have a pass band of
width b2 centered at zero frequency. The voltage transfer
functions are then

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5 3)

(f+f )20
22b 2b1

GAUSSIAN FILTERS

f2

quire the Fourier transforms of (5.1) and 5.2).
(3.5) we have
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For specific evaluation of stem kernel we re-



(5.6)

where w 2rf is the angular frequency. Thin last inte-
gral is evaluated readily by completed squaring and using
the well known result

(5 4) f e 41' dx

0

its in

C ( u

KC 2(2rb

w2

rom 5.2)

Substitution of these results 3.9) yields for he sle-
tem kernel

(5.7) g utv sts C(us osw exp

((2b2.4.4 u xj)dm,

2as 8r b )2



Since wo is large we are justified 5 p. 1172) in neg-
lecting the term in (5.7) involving w0(u+r-22) which

represents the high frequency residue and which arises
from the identity

2coswo(u-z)coswo(v-z) = cos (u-v) o 0(u+r-2z

h this approximation and with completion of the square
In the exponential factor of (5.7)
(5.8)

2g(uov) b (2nb ) coo/
2 0

OD

2nb b co1 2w 0
(2b+b;)*

2 OD22bl(u+v)
4. 1-

2b`+b''
2

from which it is clear that (utv) is symmetric about the
line u = v.

We consider next evaluation of the correlation
tion given by (4.21). Consider first

we obtain

)dz

Let 8 be the ratio of bandwidths defined as
(5.9) 8 b1/b2.

Then (5. may be expressed in the more con intent form



(5. 11)

(411b2)2

1+28

(u+v

1+28

(4Trb2)2

2(1+28

(5.12) I

28 Tx

CD

(5.13) T)

2fib2l
oewfl(u-v)eoBwA(v4'P-x)exp(- 141-wir

4

osw0 (u+T-x

g v

+8228 Tx

dv

where again we have neglected the high frequency term in-
volving ocsw0(u+r-2v-T). The Integral In (5.11) is read-
ily evaluated with the aid of (5.4) as

4n3/2b3cosw (u+T-x)1 0

(1+282) (1+62)m
e

2 3/2 38Q A Tir b clow

0 1

1+282 )* (1+8 -CO

2

2nb )2 0 0
(e+e-+

2(1+28

2 2T-6 u-6

2(1+6

Using this result the first term of (4.21) which

note (T) becomes



.e

(5.14)

26 T+8

2+46

262 T+264T

2+14.62+8k

4nb2A0

(2+46

1,24.2T28 +847,2

(2Tth )2
f(u--fx +T )

2 (1+28 )

(T+82,r_82u_62x)2

2 42+46

T2+2T2

CO

2+48

2
2Tx

dudx.
2(1+8 )

Again, neglecting the high frequency components involving

2w0 and complete the square first in u then in x we ob-

tain

4(1+282) +62

(62T+6

2nbi)2(2+462+64) 2 26 T+26 r
f

4(1+28 )(1+62) sx 2+462+64 x

(62T+84,p_84x)2

(24482 4)2 j)dx 1.0

(24462+814)2

(2nb1)(l4482 +58 +266 )4

6 68 T)/2(1+46 8 )1

46

(1+28 )(24462+64)



(5.15)

22A (4nb(5.16) !1T = ° 1
1+262

4nb2 2

1+26

Combining (5.15) and

funot ion

(5.17)

(5.18) T)

n*b A (2nb )2

4(1+62) Je
Denoting the o °and term of (4.21) by (T) we have

2n b A

(1+62)

5.17)

CO

expi

24nb A2

(2nb )2T2

11(1+62)

2()a w0

b 11)2/2(1+262

(u+v) (2T+u+v)2

1+282 I dual'.
Again approximating cos wo(u-v) by * completing
first in u then in v and using (5.4) we obtain

he square

pf
1+26 2(1+28

As an algebraic ()heck we recall from (4 6) that the 00 0
cumulant of the output distribution is given by

llywhere (5.4) has been used in the integration.



( . 9) I(0)

(1+8 )

where we have defined th

tea as N 2n*b1A0 and t
as z Q2 /2N. Equation (

(5.20) (T
Tiltb A (2nb)2T

(1+8 1+8 4(1+

pression for the second cumulant K2 (5, P. 173).

Significantly, for the Gaussian filters an well as
for those to follow in the other applications, the ssoond
derivative of !(T) will exist and we may use the first
form in equation (2.33) to compute Nx, the expected num-

ber of crossings of an arbitrary bias line. The reason

for this is that the high frequency periodic input in not
passed to any extent by the second filter. This I. taken
into account mathematically by neglecting these higher
frequency components, as we have done in all calculations.

Henze, of the two forms In (2.31) we may use whichever

appears to be more convenient.

Letting primes denote derivatives with respect to
T we have

noise power a ed to the sys-
signal to noise pore ratio

.19) agrees with Emerson's



(5.21) (0) n

We observe from (5.20) that (0)

][(T) is an even function by definition.
Substituting (3,19) and (5.21) into equation (2.33)

yields for the expected number of crossings of the bias
line x0 by the output signal plus noise

(5.22) Nx 2b1

For not

(5.23)

4nb A (2nb1)2T2 2

1+28 1+282
-

(1+282

e only we have z = 0 and
2 2 *
0(2b x1+2

2 212

0 as Is required since

49

(1+8 (1+2

42N2 2N2
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This last result is useful in etermtning the proper bias
setting for a given false alarm time.



pas

(6.1)

0

(6.2) 00

function

(6.3) F(w)

den
R0--x + e

dt 0

T ORDER FILTERS

a second application lot both filters
tern composed of resistance and capacitance

e ents such as In Figure 2. Assuming the output current

. A simple first order

to be negligible, the first order linear system of Figure
2 Ia described by

iwt

Introducing the concept of negative frequency, thereby
gaining the advantage of symmetry, we write the voltage

where e is the input function he corresponding

output. For the steady state situation

which together wi h (6. yield for the voltage transfer



transfer functions for the two filters as

(6.4)

(6.5) (w
2

where w0 er w3i the high frequency carrier andall/R3C

j 1,2, are the half power bandwidths of the first and
ond filters. The transfer function F(w) correspanok-

ng to the first filter is actually a fictitious function
and does not precisely describe the coin:suit of Figure 2.
However, it is mathesatically expedient to use F ( ) as
defined and it is justified physically in that probabil
lotto studies of sore realistic second order filter. nay
be interpreted in terms of probabilistic studies based
on this fictitious first order filter.

According to .5) the Fourier tran

(6.6) f1( t)

m
2

-CO

orn of 6.4) is

2rt

The last integral d with the help of he

established results



(6.7) lODe° adX
1.41C

(6.8)

For t

(6.9)

Taking advantage of symmetry and noting that the magim-

ary terms integrate to zero we have for (6.6)

0, 0.

The system kernel may be written now from 6.8)

(6.9), and (3.9) as

where it is to be remembered that each f goes

to zero for negative values of its argument.
neglect the contribution of the high frequency term in-
volving cosw0(u+v-2z) in the identity

oomd filter we obtain ogous manner

2(t) 2rr
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2cosw0 (u-z)oosw0 (v-z) cosy0 (u-v) cosw0 (u+v-2z)

Taking v u 0 we have for (6.10)

(6.1
2 2 2 OD2Q A (w w )0 1 2

(2w1-w2 )2

0

f(u v)f(x, d dv

where f(u,v) represents the exponential factor in braces
in (6.12). The disposal of the three cosine factors, re-
sulting in a factor of *, is achieved as before by negleot-
ing the high frequency contributions in the trigonometric
identities.

Since g(u,v) is zero or negative values of either

The final result for g(u,v) is then

(6.12) g(u

{-,2w2

2w -w 0 %

0, usv < 0.

11.'2 cosw (u-v)fe12

For u v 0 the u and v are interchanged . and

g(u,v) is clearly symmetric in u and v.
The next step Is that of evaluating the correlation

function given by (14.21). Designating the first term of
(4.21) by (T) we write from (6.12)



argument, the integration
octant In the ukv space.
in f(u,v) in (6.13) we e

(6.15) G(T+T)

0

The two ranges of integrat

Then L (T) is given by

5

n 6.13) is over the
Observing that u appears only

luate first

an are required since u =
is a plane of symmetry for f(u v . Similarly, x appears
only in f(x,v+T), hence we integrate next with respect
to x to obtain a function of v+T which we denote 02(v+T

Paying due attention to the x + T plane which is a
plane of symmetry for f(x,v+T) we obtain 02(v+T) from the

result in (6.4) simply by replacing v with v+T. Thus



(6.16) Is(T)
2 2 ,221 A '1'21 w2

(2wcw2)2 0
2 2

A0w1w2

1 2 0

56

The factor of 2 enters

We have yet to evaluate the second of .21)

in order to obtain the correlation function. De

this tern (T) and referring to (6.12) we have
a)oc2w2w 2

(6.17) 2 1 2A (------)0 2w -w1 2
Ou

-13.(u

where the limits of integration are
the consideration that eu, zero for negative values
of either argument and 0 <
because g(uov) is symmetric with respect to the line limy
and the integration is over the first quadrant in the uv

plane.

Again the high frequency ooaponents are neglected
by taking only the * term in the identity

0082
w0

(w-w) * + *cos2w0 (u-v).
ti 6,17) we obtain



(6.20) 0)

2 2Anwlwo
Al '12w

4w2.-w21 2

Combining (6.16) and (6.18), the correlation
Q2A w0 1(6.19) )

(w1-w2)(w1+w2
2 2A w

A. 0 1 21
' 2 214w1 2

6)
2 2Q A w A w w0 1 2 0 1 2

wl 2 2w1+w2

which is according to (

derivative of I(T) al
as is required since ][.(T) is an even

We observe that the fi
at TatO is
valued functIon by definition.

As a farther check we evaluate the se

where the noise power N Is N = w1A0 and z Is the sigma

to noise power ratio defined z = Q2/2N. Th. bandwidth

ratio 8 in here defined as 8 w1/ w2. This result for
the seoond oumulant agrees with that obtained independ-

ently from the output probability distribution (23, p.
47 ) .

An before, we compute the second derivative of

2

2
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(6.19) evaluated at.T 0 to be
2 32A w

w2 2w --w )0 1 1 2(6.21) .11(0) =
Ifw2-f.w22

(6.22) Nx

(6.23) Nx

2
2

2 2/21(0)0
1 2

28+1 6+1

For noise only we have 2 ma 0 and the useful result
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Substitution of (6.20) and (6.21) nto equation (2.32)
yields for the expected number of crossings of the bias
line x0 by the output signal plus noise



COND ORDER FILTER

In this final application the predetec

is to be seoond order and the postdetection filter is to

be first order in the system of Figure 1. The Fourier

transform of the voltage transfer function for the po

detection filter is tendered by (6.9). The second order

filter its charaoterised by the voltage transfer function

(23 p. 19)

( 7 .1) 2 )

w1

(1
vow

1

This transfer function applies to the second order

the type in Figure 2 connected in tandem in the same way

that (6.4) applies to the circuit of Figure 2. More sig-

ificantly, equation (7.1) also applies to the conven-

tional double tuned inductively coupled circuit when the

oarrier frequency w' is large compared to the filter band.-

width, a condition that is generally true in a physical

system. For the double tuned circuit the parameters are

defined by

ter composed of two resistance-eapaoitanse



( .2)

Wi

4r(b --co

This integral

uf-1

readily evaluated us
ne 0

l+t
newao w < 0

0

w < 0

and noting that the real part of b (b-1)
than zero. he second term In (7.1) in treat

60

ults

a

coswat no w m 0

7,

where he cos of coupling and Q0Is the par-
allel circuit Q at the resonant frequency 1. The quan-
tity wl is a measure of the filter bandwidth.

The Fourier transform of (7.1) is somewhat clumsy

but straightforward to obtain. Consider the first
of (7.1). Using equation (3.5) and letting uwi
we have for the transform of the first term after rear-
rangement



and the resulting complete Fourier transform of (7.

then

0, t 0,

where for convenience we have

realistic double tuned filter o is imaginary since b.cl.

For the second order resietance-capaoltano 1 b>1

hence o is real. For either case the

development is valid. This is a diet
method maintains over the probability density approach

of Emerson.

To simplify the notation we

(7.4) 11 (0-0) w12 w1(1

where w
1 and w12 may both be comple

product are real. Referring to (3.9

the system kernel may be written for

(7.5) g(u,v) 6-cow
2o'

0

63.

(b 1)*. For the

crossing theory
net advantage this

(6.9) and 7.

e -12

re a, the high frequency contribution
ed. The integration limits result from the fact that

each f( function is zero for negative values of its

argument. The kernel g(u,v) is of course zero for ulv<0.



For u > > 0 the u and v are interchanged In (7
g(u,v) is clearly symmetric in u and v as expected.
also observe from (7.4) that when c is imaginary the
function g(utv) remains a real function.

Carrying out the integration In (7.3) and rearrang-
ing the result we have

The evaluation of the correlation function
somewhat d fficult because of the complexity o

ond order system kernel. While the integrals
are still elementary in principle algebraic comp

ity of the evaluation is quite great; this Is particular-
ly true for the first integral which Involves the signal.
If the input to the system is noise only then the prob-
lem is reduced to evaluation of the second term In (4.21).
This result is a useful one since it enables one to de-
termine the false alarm time and subsequently to choose

a suitable bias level x0.

his etew*

4.21)



'11'12
The limits of integration are determined by reca11ig
g(u,v) is zero for negative values of either argument
and 0 < u < v. The factor of two enters from symmetry
of g(u,v) in u and v and the fact that the Integration

63

From equations .21) aM (7.6) we have for
only case

u +2T) (u+v+2T).



o cover the t quadrant.
The evaluation of the integrals in (7.7) is quite

straightforward but requires many pages to reoord step
by step hence only the result will be stated. As be-

fore, we neglect the high frequency contribution through
approximation of cos2 w(u-v) by *. The final result is

(7.9) h(T)

2 2

is necessarily a rca
tion although this is not immediately apparent from
From (7.9) we obtain for 0) after simplification

2J.

The oorrelat o

(7.10) (

apparent from equation 7.4.) that th

24 2A w w (w0 2 12
Be

3 2

41# (12 12 2

7.9).



real as required, It is not possible in thi
application to use 0) as a check on the resu
since the ousulants have not been evaluated independent
ly as in the earlier applications.

An a last result we need the second derivative of
(7.9) evaluated at T in 0. This is readily obtained and
after much algebraic simplification is written

(w )"i"+2
(7.11 (0) MP

4 12 0"172 4
11 12 2)(2w11 2)(211'12

Equations (7.10) and (7.11) together with (2.32) yield
for the expeoted number of crossings of the bias line x

(7.12) Ex

by he output noise

2 2w 42w 4w )w; )12 2L- 2
2 A, taw
12A

.
21"11If 11,11 12

5

2

0

x20

where (0) ven by equation (7.10).
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